
YORKSHIRE HEALTH CAMPAIGNS TOGETHER MEETING 12.3.21 
 

Issue Update/ discussion Action 

National news 
Money for 
private not for 
public 

John noted the budget didn’t offer any new money for the NHS despite there being 
a £9bn capital deficit and 44% of staff are feeling stressed and worn out. There is 
more money for test and trace – now up to £37bn and the Audit office suggest 
there is no evidence that it has made a tangible difference. 

 

long covid is going to be a huge challenge  

covid 
incidence 

New cases falling but patchily across the country, still higher than last Sept and 
likely to increase. 

 

Legal 
challenges 

Good law project had their costs capped in a challenge over procurement of PPE 
Open Democracy are challenging breach of confidentiality re data. 

 

Operose 
takeover of 
GP practices 

Stop Centene campaign exploring a legal challenge re Operose’s takeover of 37 GP 
practices in London. They have over 20 other practices elsewhere; two in Leeds 
trade under “The Practice”. Colin noted there may be links between Operose and 
Modality who own a number of GP practices in Yorkshire; as Nick Harding crops up 
in both. Only a tiny minority of practices have gone for APMS (Alternative Provider 
Medical Services) contracts which can be bought and sold. See helpful map from 
Paul O’Brian from Doctors in Unite: 
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1sPwTEj9V-qxPP- 

jFl8uj60I8NEWtJKXs&usp=sharing This suggests there are just 3 in Yorkshire – 2 in 
Leeds and one in Doncaster. Colin said APMS contracts are normally for max 5 
years but some Operose ones seem to be for 30 years. Calderdale had two but the 
CCG pulled them as tend to be more expensive than standard contracts. Operose 
have a finger in the pie of ophthalmology contracts. 
Jenny notes 999 preparing campaign materials. check their website: 
https://calderdaleandkirklees999callforthenhs.wordpress.com/ 
G noted we need to expose all the different ways that privatisation is eating into 
the NHS like woodworm via ICS, GP practices, buying private hospital beds etc. 
There are more figs here broken down by GP contracts if anyone interested. 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yXQkygLv8FKMPH49dAcs5HrWj4vEj8I- 
oJJJSBvAWQ8/edit 

Try to expose 
private takeovers of 
GP practices – not 
just Operose ones 

Pay and RCN reacted quickly to the 1% offer by talking about building up a strike fund. In Do what we can to 

workforce Leeds a couple of people took a placard and banner to St. James and posted pics. support NHS staff, 
issues. The Labour Party are saying the staff should get the promised 2% but this is only £7 RCN & TUs fighting 

 a week for many. Lots of workers are losing out on pay rises but to hold back on for a decent pay rise 
 supporting NHS staff is to join a race to the bottom. 97,000 nurses have moved out and emphasise its a 
 of their nursing jobs in the last 10 years and a large proportion of the workforce is pay cut. Nick 
 over 55, so coming up to retirement. Official stats. showa slight increase in staff suggested we ask - 
 numbers, although some areas remain desperately understaffed eg. learning do you think nurses 
 disability, mental health and health visiting. The Govt. say more people are wanting deserve a pay cut ? 
 to be nurses. Colin noted that there is a gross lack of manpower planning. NHS &  

 the ICS are dragging their feet so it’s difficult to get a West Yorks discussion going.  

 Anne Leonard got a letter in the Guardian re the removal of the nurse bursary.  

http://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1sPwTEj9V-qxPP-


Local reports 

York 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Calderdale 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Craven 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Leeds 

 
Vocare started off in Scarborough, where some staff were tuped over, and is now 
embedded in York as well, providing GP out of hours service and a minor injuries 
clinic. They started off small and GP owned but have been bought out by Totally 
Ltd – see Jenny Shepherd’s blog 
https://calderdaleandkirklees999callforthenhs.wordpress.com/2021/03/03/insour 
cing-a-new-variant-of-the-nhs-privatisation-virus/ 

Totally Ltd have a number of urgent care centres, some, as in Somerset rated as 
needing improvement but also run endoscopy, ophthalmology, ENT, orthopaedics 
urology and plastics. Now they are to be involved in streaming/ triaging in A&E. 
Clinical staff feel it is a recipe for confusion and a great campaign has sprung up in 
York with signs going up in shops and windows saying “Go Elsewhere Vocare” and a 
petition which MP Rachel Maskell is presentingto Parliament. The campaign is 
revitalising Defend Our NHS York which is being renamed Defend our NHS York and 
Scarborough and is linking up with the local TUC. 

Mike wondered if we can do anything to challenge the use of the NHS logo by 
private companies but John thought not as the NHS is explicitly loaning out the 
logo to any companies with whom they have contracts. Another possibility Mike 
suggested would be to draw the logo with privatisation eating through it like 
woodworm but not sure we would get away with that either. KONP was challenged 
for using the NHS logo as part of KONP’s logo. 
John said that the resource pack John Lister put together for HCT’s privatisation 
conference in February is very useful for campaigning 
https://healthcampaignstogether.com/in5/Briefing%20pack%20update/ 

 

Colin noted that funding has been made available for building work on both 
Huddersfield Royal and Calderdale Royal sites and plans/ drawings released to the 
public. Calderdale Scrutiny Board is challenging whether there will be sufficient 
support in place within the community to justify/enable the planned reduction in 
hospital beds by 155 and reduction from two to one intensive care units. Jenny 
noted that going through a long response to her FOIs she has failed to find any 
reliable, consistent data that evidences the assumption of 10% reduction in 
demand for unplanned care and reduced A&E attendance. She also noted that the 
funding doesn’t include the car park, which could end up as a PFI. 
Colin noted that the proposal in the health white paper to give the Secretary of 
State powers to intervene directly in hospital reconfigurations could work both for 
and against campaigners. 
West Yorks Scrutiny Board is due to have an informal discussion on the White 
paper later in March. 

Viv said that she has been a bit preoccupied with doing a month’s course on 
modern monetary theory ( along with Mike! ) 
However she noted that in craven half of the GP practices are run by Modality and 
Grassington surgery has been run down and amalgamated with a practice in Ilkley. 
People are also being sent to Skipton and other towns for Covid vaccinations and 
the notion of a local GP service is fast disappearing. Viv suggested that quite a few 
people think privatisation is fine but are not happy about the loss of local facilities. 
Mike noted that today in HSJ there is a piece about qualifying as a doctor without a 
degree course. 

 

Sylvia noted that Leeds Hospital Alert have been taking the lead campaigning 
against the panned closures of 2 Local Authority homes one of which provides 
invaluable respite care. Meanwhile Villa Care continue to run 5 transit wards in 
Leeds and Wharfedale Hospitals (insourcing privatisation again ! ). These wards 
have had poor ratings ad some people have been moved out of them into private 

 
 
 
 

Need to campaign 
about private firms 
being brought into 
NHS premises - 
insourcing as well as 
outsourcing and 
think how we can 
make privatisation 
obvious to the 
public in images - 
woodworm in logo 
interesting thought 

 
 
 
 
 
 

See resource pack 
on privatistaion 
< 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Where possible 
hook campaigning 
re privatisation into 
loss of local facilities 
as that resonates 
with the public 



 residential homes only to find themselves stuck there for months, paying for care 
while waiting for Care Act and mental capacity assessments to be completed and a 
package of care set up so they can go home. Some of the delay is caused by the 
drastic cuts to advocacy services. She wonders if being forced into private care is 
legal ? The City council is now saying it doesn’t deal with dementia,that is the 
province of the NHS. The LA have closed provision for people with dementia but 
are being forced to re-open beds elsewhere. 
G noted that despite all the talk of partnership, the white paper on health relegates 
most of the Local Authority influence into a subsidiary / afterthought board of the 
Integrated Care System, which also has seats for private providers. 

 

Feedback 
from national 
KONP and HCT 

 
 
 
 

KONP’s Inquiry continues to attract a huge audience and is impressive in scope and 
quality of evidence. The Guardian and bereaved relatives are pushing hard for an 
official inquiry but this is unlikely any time soon and would be long drawn out. 
Here are the remaining sessions : 
7 APRIL: IMPACT ON THE POPULATION | 1 OF 2 | DISABILITY AND SOCIAL CARE IN THE 
PANDEMIC 
Witnesses: Professor Martin McKee (Independent SAGE), Dr Rachel Clarke (Consultant 
in Palliative Care Medicine), Ellen Clifford (Disabled People Against the Cuts), Carol 
Thompson (Social Care Worker and North West Unison activist) 

 
21 APRIL: IMPACT ON FRONTLINE STAFF AND KEY WORKERS 
Witnesses: Professor Dame Donna Kinnair (General Secretary, Royal College of 
Nursing), Raymond Agius (Professor Emeritus, Manchester University), Unjum Mirza 
(ASLEF, Victoria Branch), Kirsty Brewerton (NHS Clinical Sister, Acute Medicine) 

 

5 MAY: INEQUALITIES AND DISCRIMINATION 
Witnesses: Dr Latifa Patel (British Medical Association - PC) and more TBC. 

 

19 MAY: PRIVATISATION OF THE PUBLIC'S HEALTH 
Witnesses: Dr David Wrigley (British Medical Association - PC) and more TBC. 

 
2 JUNE: IMPACT ON THE POPULATION | 2 OF 2 | MENTAL HEALTH AND IMPACTS ON 
SCHOOLS, CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 
Witnesses: Kevin Courtney (Joint General Secretary, National Education Union) and 
more TBC 
To register for any or all of the sessions 

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_DbK_8P-rRgm5VVsUebTKbw 
 

You can watch this on film at 
https://healthcampaignstogether.com/covidcashconf.php 

 

KONP’s 
People’s 
Inquiry into 
Covid 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Register here for 
some or all of the 
sessions of the 
People’s Inquiry 
< 

HCT Conf. on 
Privatisation 

 

Yorkshire 
demo for the 

Gilda noted that we have tentatively booked July 10th ( end of NHS Birthday week) 
for a Yorkshire demo in Leeds; unfortunately 3rd July is armed forces day. There 

Gilda to pursue 10th 
July for Yorks demo 

NHS may be problem using the space outside the art gallery to muster but he police subject to unlocking 
 seem open to alternatives such as the town hall or city square. In the light of proceeding as 
 York’s recent struggles she wondered if they would prefer to organise the demo in indicated. 
 York. York reps thought this problematic because of the numbers and tight spaces  

 

Next meeting: Friday 30th April 4- 5.30pm 


